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Abstract. The o-transductions, defined by Gire as bimorphisms, coincide with the compositions 
of non-erasing morphisms and inverse non-erasing morphisms. We prove that there are exactly 
three subfamilies of rational w-languages which are closed under w-transduction: the family of 
rational adherences; the family of rational o-languages whose complementary is deterknistic; 
and the whole family of rational w-languages. 
R&urn& Les o-transductions, dkfinies par Gire comme &ant des bimorphismes, coi’ncident avec 
ies compositions de morphismes non effa$ant et de morphismes inversta non effagant. Nous 
montrons qu’il y a exactement rois sous-families d’o-langages rationnels fermCes par w-transduc- 
tion: la famille des adherences rationnelles, la famille des w-langages rationnels dont le com- 
plimentaive est dererministe, et la famille toute entikre des w-langages rationnels. 
The rations 1 transductions (characterized as bimorphisms by Nivatj piay a funda- 
mental role in languages theory,“and naturally was posed [2,5,6, ‘7, 14-j the proble 
to have such a tool for o-languages (i.e. sets of infinite words). in [6], Gire has 
defined and studied what we call m-trmsductions as bimorphisms composed of a 
rational adherence and of two morphisms limited on this adherence (i.e. which 
cannot erase too long factors). The set of these w-transductions is, in particular, 
closed under compositisn and inverse [6]. In the case of finitary languages and 
rational transductions, it is well known that each iA3na’B knguage is a. generator 
of the family of rational languages. This property does not 
and ratiotial o-languages, since, for example, w-tramsducti reserve the adf-aeren- 
ces, which correspond to the closed sets for the usual pro 
and the family rsf rational ad 
rational w-languages (Rat). Then, a natural problem is to 
er i+transduction, and, 
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Using the facts that the two morphisms of each cti-transduction can be chosen 
non-erasing and that the intersection with a rational adherence can be realized by 
composition of ndn-erasing morphisms and inverse non-erasing morphisms [ 1 I], it 
foliows that the o-transductions coincide with the compositions of non-erasing 
morphisms and inverse non-erasing morphisms (this point is developed in a forth- 
coming paper). Then, from a topological characterization [9], it immediately follows 
that, besides Frat and Rat, the family of rational o-languages whose comple 
is deterministic (C-drat) is closed under o-transductions. 
3. !t is proved in [ 113 that the o-languages aw and (a * b)” are respectively generators 
of Frat and Rat; that is to say that each rational adherence (resp. rational o-language) 
can be obtained from a” (resp. (a * b)“) by some w-transduction. In the same way 
we show that the m-language a * b” is a generator of C-drat, by using, on the one 
hand, a coding of paths on automata as in [ 10, 11, 131, and, on the other hand, a 
characterization of this family in terms of finite Biichi automata with a more 
restrictiw method of recognition (introduced in [9, 15, 161) than the usual one. 
Then we show that each (non-empty) rational o-language is a generator either 
of Frat, or of C-drat, or of Rat. This is done by using deterministic Muller automata. 
This proves that the only subfamilies of Rat which are closed under dr)-transduction 
are Frat, C-drat and Rat (whereas there is an infinite hierarchy in the case cf rational 
languages for the compositions of non-erasing morphisms and inverse non-erasing 
morphisms). 
2. Notation and aask definitions 
Let A be a finite alphabet. An infinite word (or o-word) over A can be defined 
as a mapping w : N, + A, where N, is the set of positive integers; then we write 
w = w(l)w(2). . . w(n). . . . 
A” (resp. A*) denotes the set of infinite (resp. finite) words over A. An (er -language 
(resp. language) is a set of infinite (resp. finite) wcrds. The empty word is denoted 
by E, and + is the set of non-empty words over A. 
(S) denotes the powerset of S. 
phabets. A non-erasing morphism (n.e. morphism) h : A* -+ B* is a 
morphism such that h(A) E I?+. Such a morphism extends in a natural way to a 
morphism h : A” + B”. The restriction to the non-erasing morphisms ensures that 
the image of an infinite word is an infinite tiord, which is not necessarily true for 
possibly erasing morphisms. 
We shall denote by If the set of n.e. morphisms, and by H-’ the set of inverse 
represents the set of 
tion of n.e. mo erse n.e. morphisms, and for a given o-language, L, 
the least famil 
3: 
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ition 2.9. An automaton is a Suple M = (A, Q, I, 6, T) where A is an alphabet, 
a finite set of states, B is the set of initial states, S (the transition function) is 
a mapping S:QX/a+ (Q)Y and T depending on the method of recognition will 
The automaton M is deterministic if the cardinal of I equals 1, and S( q, x) 
contains at most one state for each letter x and state q, 
A subset of states P = (4, , . . . , qn} is said to be a loop if there exists a non-empty 
word w such that there is a path with label w, starting and ending in q1 and crossing 
each state of P. 
As usual, a run of M of an w-word u = u( l)u(2) -. . from A” is an infinite sequence 
ofstatesp=plp2...pn... such that: Vi > 0, pi+, E 6( pig u(i)) and pl E I. 
For a run p of M, Inf( p) denotes the set of states which appear infinitely often 
in p 
llnf(p)={qF QI3con, p,,=q}. 
Distinct conditions of acceptance for w-words have been studied [3,4,9, 15, 161; 
the m&t usual ones’ are, “Buchi’s condition” and “Muller’s condition” which 
characterize the family of rational w-languages (also called regular w-languages). 
Restrictions on the automata or on the condition of acceptance induce proper 
subfamilies (e.g. rational adherences, deterministic regular w-languages, . . .). 
We call a Biichi automaton (resp. Muller automaton) an automaton M = 
(A, Q, I, 6, T) as in the previous definition where T is a subset of Q (resp. a subset 
of P(Q)). In the following we always suppose that, for a Muller automaton M = 
(A, Q, I9 8, T), each clement of T is a loop, which is not a restriction. 
efiniticz X2. Let M = (A, Q, I, 8, T) be a Biichi automaton. An m-word w E A” is 
accepted by M if fhere is a run p of w such that Inf( p) contains at least one terminal 
state, and the o-language recognized by M, denoted by T(M), is the set of accepted 
w-words tor ZU 
TsIM)={w~Aw13 a run p of w, Inf(p) n T #@I. 
CefinitSon 23. Let M = (A, Q, I, 6, F) be a Muller automaton. An w-word w E A” 
is accepted by !U if there is a run p of w such that Inf( p) belongs to F, and, as 
before, the o-language recognized by M, denoted by T(M), is the set of accepted 
o-words for M 
T(M)-{wEA~~~ a run p of w, Inf(p)EF}. 
(we use the same notation “T( M 1” b- t_ti ii will always be clear which kind of 
automaton is used). 
It is well known that these automata ret 
e family of ratio~~al w-langua 
same family of danguages, 
note at. 
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one has 
Rat={T(M)IM is a Biichi automaton} 
=(T(M;/M k a Muller automaton} 
=UW)IM is a deterministic Muller automaton}. 
A rational o-language is said to be &letermirzistic (resp. c-deterministid) if it (resp. 
its complementary) is recognized by some deterministic Btichi automaton (we use 
the notation “c-deterministic” instead of “codeterministic” to avoid any confusion 
with the codeterministic automata in [I]). This leads to the two following proper 
subfamilies of Rat 
Drat={T(M)I M is a deterministic Biichi automaton}, 
C-drat = (A” - T(M) 1 M is a deterministic Biichi automaton}. 
Another useful subfamily of Rat is the family of rational adherences Frat [2] 
characterized as the family of m-languages recognized by some deterministic Biichi 
automaton in which each state is a terminal state. 
All these families of o-languages have been characterized using Biichi and Muller 
automata, and also using the usual product topology [2, 9, 15, 161. The class of 
open sets (resp. closed sets) in A” is denoted by -G (resp. F) (G = {LA” 1 L c A*}). 
Gs is the cEzss of denumerable intersections of open sets. F, k ihe class of 
denumerable unions of closed sets. 
reliminary properties 
In this section jve just recall some known results that we shall use. 
Lemma 3. (Lanclweber [9]). Let M = (A, 0,. I, S, F) be a deterministic Muller 
automaton. Then l’(M) is deterministic ifl M satisfies the following property 
WP E F, V P’ 2 P, P’ is a loop im,plies P’ E F. 
ma 3.2 (Landweber [9]). Let M = (A, Q, I, 6, F) be a deterministic Muller 
automaton. Then T( M ) is c-drtermimstic ifi* ii4 satisjies the following property 
VPPE F, VP’c P, 
The rlext lemma uses a 
condition [9, 15, E6]. 
P’ is a loop implies P’ E: E 
more restrictive method of recognition than Biichi’s 
automaton. An w-word w E A” is 
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mma 3.4 (Landwebcr [9], Takahashi and Yamasaki [ 161) 
C-drat=(T,(M)(M is a deterministic Biichi automaton) 
=K(WIM is a f&hi automaton}. 
Lemma 3.5 (iandweber [9], Staiger [ 151) 
Frat - F n Rat, Drat = G8 n Rat, C-drat = F, n Rat. 
The families Rat and Frat are closed under n.e. morphisms and inverse n.e. 
morphisms [S, 171, thus, using ;he third equality of the previous lemma, it is 
immediate that so is the family C-drat. We know from [l I] that each rational 
adherence can be obtained from a”‘, and each rational o-language from (a * b)“’ 
(where a and b are letters) using n.e. morphisms and inverse n.e. morphisms, hence 
the following lemma. 
Lemma 3.6 (Latteux and Timmerman [ 1 I]) 
Frat = (Z-Z 0 If-‘)*(a”), Rat = (H 0 H-‘)*((a * b)“). 
Another useful property is that the intersection with a rational adherence can be 
realized using n.e. morphisms and inverse n.e. morphisms. 
Lemma 3.7 (Latteux and Timmerman Ill]). Let R E Frat. There exist three n.e. 
mnrphisms h, , h2 and k3 such that-for each w-Canguage L, Il.17 R = h, 0 hi’ 0 h3( L). 
4, The hieraachg 
We know that the families Frat, C-drat and Rat are closed under w-transduction, 
and that tht> o-languages a” and (a * b)” respectively generate Frat and Rat using 
this operation. We shall prove that the o-language a * h” is a generator of C-drat, 
sr; that there is no other subfamily of Rat having this closure property. 
Let ha = (A, Q, I, 6, T) be a Bikhi automaton. Then T,.(M) E 
(H 0 ff-‘)*(a * b”). 
roof. We use a quite similar construction as for the proof of Lemma X6 [ 11). One 
can suppose that M has just one initial state qo. Let =~eg0,q1,...,9J and 
d’ = {x’ 1 x E A} be a copy of the alphabet A, and z be a new letter. 
Let F = {Z’XZ”-j )~i~~(q,,x)}~(~i~'~"~i~~j~~(~i,~)~ T>. F is a finite set, and 
one has 
) = h(F”’ n (Az”)“( 
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where F” is the o-power of F (F” = {f&. . .fn. . .I Wi > 0, b;: E F}), and h is the 
morphism defined by VXE A, h(x) = h(x’) -IX, and h(zj = E. 
Let F=(J;&,... J&and Y={Y~,Y~,--, yp) be a new alphabet, and hi be the 
morphism defined by h,(y;) =A, i E { 1,. . . , p}. Then, f7 F” = h, 0 In,’ [ 1 II9 and hence 
T,(M) = h 0 h, 0 h,“((Az”)*(A’z”)“). 0 ne can remark that h 0 h, is a strictly 
alphabetic morphism. 
On the other hand, it is easy to verify that (AZ” )*(A’z~)~ = hyf 0 h3( a * b”), where 
h2 is defined by h,(z) = z, h2(x) = a and h,(x’) = b for each letter x in A, and h3 is 
defined by h,(a) = azn and h3( b) = bz”, and thus the result. Cl 
2. C-drat = (H 0 H-‘)*( a * b”). 
roof. An immediate consequence of Lemma 3.4 and the closure property of 
C-drat. iIl 
It is evident that one can obtain the w-language aw from any non-empty o- 
language using a n.e. morphism. Thus there is no proper subfamily of Frat closed 
under o-transduction. It remains to be proved that any rationa! o-language 
(resp. c-deterministic rational o-language) which is not c-deterministic (resp. an 
adherence) is a generator of Rat (resp. C-drat). 
Lemma 4.3. Let R be a rational o-language; then R & C-drat implies (H 0 H-I)*( R) = 
Rat. 
roof. Let M = (A, Q, I, 8, F) be a deterministic Mulfcr automaton. From Lemma 
3.2, assuming T(M) is not c-deterministic, it follows that there exist a loop P E F. 
and a loop S c P, S B F. Thus there exist w E A* and 11, v E A+ such that 
uu#vu and T(M)nw(u+v)“=w(u*~~“. 
Let B = {a, b, c} and the n.e. morphism h be defined by h(a) = u, h(b) = v, h(c) = rv, 
with the convention that c = E if w = E. Then 
h-‘( T( M)) n c(a + b)” = c(a * b)“. 
By Lemma 3-7, since c( a + b),, is a rational adherence, one obtains 
c(a * b)” E (H 0 H-‘)*( T( M)). 
Furthermore one can easily obtain (a * b)w from c(a * b)“, which, with Lemma 3.6, 
gives the result. Cl 
. Let R be a rational w-language; then R @ Frat implies ( 
C-drat. 
et !U - t/k, r”, 6, 
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a path from S to P, and hence there exist x, y E A* and U, II E A’ such that 
)n(xzP+xu *yv”)=xu *yv”. 
It may happen that x’ (resp. y) is the empty word; we jusr consider the case where 




Let g be the n.e. morphism defined by g(a) = g( 6) = a and g(c) = g(d) = g(e) = 6, 
then 
g(ab*cd”+ed”)=a*b”. 
It follows, as in the proof of the prevf aus lemma (since (ab” + ab * cd” + ed”) 
is a rational adherence), that 
a * b” E (H 0 H-I)*( T(M)) 
which, with Lemma 4.1, gives the result. Cl 
The next proposition is a direct consequence of the previous lemmas. Another 
direct COPIS~~,,..~, _._ a nra ic that one can decide whether L E (_H 0 IFP-I)*( R) for rational 
ti-languages L and R. 
reposition 5. The only subfamilies oJ Rat closed under o-transduction are Frat, 
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